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Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group Inc, United States, 2002. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. Reprint. 175 x 109 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. A DEADLY SECRET LIES BURIED
BENEATH THE WORLD S LAST FRONTIER Dr. Carol Harmon has taken her research vessel, the
Phoenix, deep into one of the most forbidding places in the world, the ceaselessly shifting Arctic
icescape. In one frightening moment, everything goes very wrong. During a routine dive, two of her
crew are ravaged by what appears to be radiation poisoning. Knowing she needs help fast, Carol
calls on the person she trusts most, a man leading his own expedition on the opposite pole of the
globe. Brock Garner is an oceanographer, a former Naval officer, and a man who has never quite
stopped loving his ex-wife, Carol. By the time Garner arrives, a frightening scenario is taking shape:
Deep beneath the ice, something is leaking deadly radiation. Worse yet, it may be only part of a
bigger cataclysm. A disaster of untold proportions is looming the world s first man-made Ice Age. A
life-and-death battle is about to be unleashed.not just for the Arctic, but for the very future of Earth.
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An exceptional pdf and also the typeface applied was intriguing to read through. It is definitely simplified but excitement in the 50 % in the ebook. I
discovered this ebook from my dad and i recommended this pdf to find out.
-- Jarod Ward-- Jarod Ward

Complete information for publication enthusiasts. It is really basic but shocks inside the fi y percent of your book. I am just delighted to let you know that
this is basically the finest book i have read through in my individual lifestyle and might be he best pdf for actually.
-- Elena Runolfsdottir Sr.-- Elena Runolfsdottir Sr.
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